Aftermath Named "Finalist" for Deal of the Year & Sector Deal of the Year by M&A Advisor

M&A Advisor: 18th Annual M&A
Awards
In the first stage of evaluation, this year's
finalists were selected by an independent
panel of judges from a pool of qualified nominees. Roger Aguinaldo, founder of The M&A
Advisor, states, “Today’s geopolitical climate presents our industry professionals and the
businesses they serve with unique challenges. This year’s finalists exemplify the fortitude,
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perseverance, and ingenuity required not only to get the deal done but to excel in the field of
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mergers and acquisitions."
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The award winners will be announced at the 18th Annual M&A Advisor Awards Gala on
November 19 at the New York Athletic Club.
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Aftermath, a Portfolio Company of Serent Capital, Has Been Acquired by Abry Partners
Patrick Crocker, Co-Founder and Managing Director, MHT
Partners, shares, "We're honored that The M&A Advisor
nominated Aftermath for 'Deal of the Year' and 'Sector Deal
of the Year.' The Aftermath team is second to none.
They've built a strong, national company, serving their
clients with honesty and integrity. We’re very pleased with
the outcome MHT was able to provide our clients in this
transaction."
Senior Deal Team: Patrick Crocker and Gavin Daniels
About Aftermath
Founded in 1996 and based in Aurora, Illinois, Aftermath
provides professional and compassionate biohazard and crime scene cleanup services to
families, employers, and communities after traumatic events. The company also provides
awareness training to law enforcement agencies, first responders, medical examiners, and
other professionals to educate them on the hazards of bloodborne pathogens and appropriate
safety procedures.

We invite you to learn more about MHT Partners.
To subscribe to our industry blogs, click on the links below and provide your e-mail address in
the space provided:
Enterprising Ideas, a business and information services blog
Learning Curves, an education blog
Health Matters, a healthcare services blog
Shop Talk, a consumer growth blog

